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Chinch Bugs

All life stages of chinch bugs seem to be extremely active at the present time in both corn and sorghum. Nymphs and adults started migrating out of wheat fields at least two weeks ago, moving into any adjacent corn or sorghum fields. Those smaller reddish nymphs have grown considerably since then, and are now either late instar nymphs or adults.
Many of these recently matured adults are now mating and have even started egg deposition. These eggs are, and will continue to be, hatching which means more bugs and thus more feeding on these plants. Fortunately, most corn is large enough to withstand considerable feeding by chinch bugs. Plus, the recent rains greatly enhanced growing conditions, which increases the plant’s tolerance for chinch bug feeding. However, most sorghum is much less developed and won’t be able to tolerate as many chinch bugs as the larger corn plants. Treating plants much after the V-6/V-7 growth stages is not as effective as treating smaller plants. Like corn, good growing conditions significantly help plants withstand chinch bug feeding. However, if dry, droughty conditions return, chinch bug feeding can significantly weaken stalks and cause lodging later in the season. For more information on chinch bugs, management decisions, and/or insecticide recommendations, please see:

Green June Beetles vs. Japanese Beetles

Adults of both green June beetles and Japanese beetles seem to be ramping up their activity throughout eastern Kansas. These two relatively large, conspicuous beetles are being confused. Green June beetles, at 1 inch long, are considerably larger than Japanese beetles. Also, green June beetles are green to copperish green in color and more pointed toward the anterior (head) end. Japanese beetles are probably only 1/3 to ½ as big as the green June beetle. They also have small, but highly visible, little white tufts of hair on both sides of the abdomen sticking out from under the elytra.
Japanese beetles may be found feeding on silks in corn fields and/or pollen or leaves in soybeans while green June beetles are more confined to feeding on nectar from flowering bushes or trees close to where the larval stage, i.e. grubs, were developing in the soil. Green June beetles are not an agricultural concern while Japanese beetles occasionally can be.
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Grasshoppers continue to feed and thus get larger. As they feed and develop, they often move out of the grassy areas where they hatched and start feeding on a nearby crop. Thus, the best time to control grasshoppers is before these nymphs move into crops, or at least while they are still just feeding on the crop borders. Grasshopper baits work, but often do not compete well with green, succulent, growing crops.
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